American Dad

(:30) TEASE Spot

M.Ragghianti
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***This spot assumes the participation of Seth MacFarlane***
EXT. LANGLEY FALLS – CIA HEADQUARTERS – WEAPONS RANGE – DAY
STAN SMITH has the place all to himself to himself. He walks with purpose, frosty and
alert. And it’s a good thing, because A PAPER CUTOUT OF A TERRORIST POPS UP
behind an abandoned vehicle. Stan draws his pistol, SHOOTS the target in the head.
ANOTHER TERRORIST CUTOUT POPS UP in the window of a building façade. Stan
ROLLS forward, sends TWO SHOTS to its chest. From behind him, A CUTOUT OF A
HIPPIE IN A TIE-DYED PEACE SYMBOL T-SHIRT POPS OUT from around the
corner of another building. Stan EMPTIES HIS CLIP, shredding the cutout -Stan CLOCKS us watching him, quickly removes the look of satisfaction from his face -STAN
(to camera; backpedaling)
He just spooked me, that’s all. The sun was in my eyes.
(beat, re-holsters his weapon)
My Fellow Patriots with today’s so-called “leaders”
forcing their Liberal Agenda upon us, it’s more important
than ever for us to remember what it means to be a
Real American. We don’t waste our time with things like
reading or physical exercise. That’s for the fascists and the
softies. No, we find something we like and hoard as much
of it as we possibly can.
(beat; all smiles)
Which is why I’m pleased to announce that American Dad
is coming to Saturdays, starting this fall. More, Real American
television, for Real Americans. So unless you want your
TV networks taken over by foreigners with funny accents and
subversive agendas I suggest you tune in.
(beat: don’t even try it)
Yeah, yeah… Australians don’t count, so just put a sock in it.
ANNOUNCER / VO
(super-fast; disclaimer style)
The views of Stan Smith are not necessarily the views
of this network. Unless you have absolutely no
legal education, or you think any of that stuff made
sense and are inclined to tune-in. In which case we
totally agree. With all of it.
(beat; regular speed)
American Dad, Saturdays this fall. Watch. Or the
terrorists win.
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